Above and Beyond Health Care Inc – Finally, an agency that specializes in Alzheimer’s and Dementia.
Do you know someone with Alzheimers or dementia? Or perhaps someone who is living in a nursing
home that just needs a little company? Social interaction is important for everyone, especially those
living with Alzheimer’s or Dementia. Above and Beyond Healthcare Inc. specializes in providing a
suitable companion to provide care and assistance to your loved one. The focus is on maintaining a sense
of independence for the client. They not only provide a caregiver, they provide a friend. Owner and
founder Jeannie Brooks, an RPN and Recreational Therapist, understands the special balance involved to
provide the necessary care without feelings of resentment, helplessness or despair.
Above and Beyond provides outstanding, friendly and compassionate care to meet the changing needs of
your loved one. They provide service to all seniors, regardless of their medical conditions, living
arrangements or current home care arrangements.
“We offer a broad range of companion type services based on the individual’s specific needs and wants.
We match your special senior with the right caregiver,” Jeannie said. We have a wide range of staff
members who each have something special to offer.
Above and Beyond’s companions also provide supervised outings, escorts to medical appointments and
planned recreational activities suited to the hobbies and interests of each client. Assistance with personal
care, light housekeeping and shopping can be arranged.
For many, a trip to the coffee shop for friendly conversation can make all the difference in the world.
Others will enjoy day trips to local restaurants or the mall. Above and Beyond’s companions have an
opportunity to bond with their clients and take the time to explore their past hobbies and interests. They
realize that clients have certain limitations. Our caregivers are experienced with all levels of care.
Above & Beyond provides the same companion for each visit. Relationships are formed and friendships
are made. Consistency is key when dealing with dementia .Clients may never remember their
companions name, but they recognize their face and they know they will be spending quality time
together.
Caring for an elderly family member is a labour of love, but sometimes families will require respite care.
Above and Beyond can provide occasional assistance when a family caregiver is away on vacation or outof-town on business. If your loved one is in a long term care facility, companions can visit any time of
day to supplement shortage of facility staff. They have time for the one to one conversations and
activities that staff cannot always provide.
Above and Beyond can offer a helping hand right when you need it, to restore balance your hectic
schedule. Call today and put your mind at ease. 905-385-7666 or visit their website:
aboveandbeyondhealthcareinc.com for more information.

